別添①

カンボジア調査

調査設問表

＊CCC に対する基本質問リスト＊
1. CCC is one of the most active actors regarding the issues of CSO development
effectiveness. Where does the motivation come from and how do you see the importance
of the IP?
2. What kind of efforts have you made to promote the IP among Cambodian CSOs?
Ex. Organizing a workshop, developing a brochure, approaching a relevant
organization one by one, developing a check-list…
3. (Related to Q2) CCC has been implementing Governance Hub Program (GHP). How is
the GHP related to implementation of the IP? How does the GHP contribute to the
promotion/implementation of the IP?
4. （Related to Q1,2） Voluntary Certification System has been put in place as one
of the important elements of the GHP. How is VCS related to the promotion of the
IP?
*JANIC also has a system “Accountability Self-Check 2008”- often described as
“ASC2008”.

However, ASC2008 has not been related to implementation of the IP

directly.
5. What are the major challenges for CCC in promoting the IP and how do you tackle
the challenges?
6. What is the percentage of CSOs that recognize the IP among your member
organizations?
To what extent do they understand the importance and value of the IP?
Do you think your efforts contributed to raising awareness of the IP?
7. How do you use the implementation toolkit developed by Open Forum?
What will the content of your check-list be like? How and by whom will it be made?
*JANIC considers the OF’s toolkit as one of the many references and will not just
copy/translate it.
8. How have you prioritized the three principles (Principle 5, 6 and 7) to work on?
How will you treat the other 5?
*JANIC has also prioritized three principles (Principle 1, 2, and 6) which are one
of the most important elements but “unfamiliar” principles among Japanese CSOs.
9.

How do you see the responsibility of CSOs from the North in regards to enhancing

development effectiveness/ implementing the IP?
10.

What kind of efforts have you been making to improve enabling environment in
Cambodia?
What is the current situation of enabling environment in your country?
How does CCC approach the government and related organisations?

＊Life with Dignity に対する基本質問リスト＊
1. Tell us how your organization has been involved with the issues of CSO development
effectiveness.
- Have you been involved in Open Forum process? Have you attended any of workshops/
meetings among Cambodian CSOs?
2. How does your organization see the importance of the IP?
Do you think that the IP is consistent with your value, mission, goals and
activities?
3. Have your organization already made efforts to implement the IP?
If yes, what kind of efforts have you made? (Any concrete cases to share?)
What changes did they bring to your on-going activities?
What is the biggest challenge when implementing the IP?
Which principle is the most challenging for your organization to implement?
4. Have you tried to make special efforts other than implementing the IP to improve
development effectiveness of your organization? If yes, what have you done?
5. What kind of support do you expect from network NGOs such as CCC in regards to
implementing the IP?
6. How do you see the responsibility of CSOs from the North in regards to enhancing
development effectiveness/ implementing the IP?
7. How do you see the roles of CSOs from the North?
When you imagine 10 or 20 years from now, what do you think they should do then?
(How do you find about Japanese NGOs?
What do you expect from them?
Is there any characteristic of JNGOs in comparison to NGOs from other countries? )
8. What are the strengths and characteristics of Cambodian NGOs compared to INGOs?
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9. Do you have any partnership with donor organizations – esp. CSOs from the North?
If so….
Tell us how it started/developed. (Any difficulty you’ve faced?)
What kind of partnership is it? (project-based, organisation-based etc…)
Have you concluded partnership agreement?
10. Do you have any program/project which you work with a donor as a partner?
11. Have the partnership brought any change on your organization/project?
12. Have you ever made evaluation/assessment of the partnership?
13. What do you consider the “ideal partner”?
14. What is the most important component to develop an equal partnership?
＊Gender and Development for Cambodia (GAD/C)に対する質問リスト＊
1. What do you think the meaning of “mainstreaming” and “embody” gender in the
context of development?
2. What does it (“mainstreaming”) mean for CSOs who are not involved in
gender-oriented projects?
3. Do you have any specific approaches for these CSOs to tell the importance of gender,
or any know-how to include/mainstream gender perspectives in their projects?
4. Do you have any effective tools for other CSOs to refer when implementing projects,
such as check-list or guidelines? (any tool for gender-based analysis, evaluation
tool which helps gender equality/equity indicators are integrated?)

＊Save the Children Cambodia に対する基本質問リスト＊
1. Tell us how your organization has been involved with the issues of CSO development
effectiveness.
2. How does your organization see the importance of the IP?
Do you think that the IP is consistent with your organizational value, mission,
goals and activities?
3. Have your organization already made efforts to implement the IP as a whole?
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If yes, what kind of efforts have you made? (Any concrete cases to share?)
What changes did they bring to your on-going activities?
4. What is the biggest challenge when implementing the IP?
5. Which principle is the most challenging for your organization to implement?
6. Have you tried to make special efforts other than implementing the IP to improve
development effectiveness of your organization? If yes, what have you done?
7. Tell us difficulties/challenges on implementing RBA in the field and how you cope
with them.
8. Do you have any tool (checklist, guideline etc) to implement RBA?
9. Do you have any training program for SC staff and community workers in regards
to human rights and RBA?
To what extent is there agreement within your orgsnisation about the definition
and importance of human rights?
10. Are human rights indicators integrated into evaluation of partnerships and program
work?
<Regarding the Partnership on
“project of HIV impact mitigation for Orphans and Vulnerable Children”>
11. Tell us how you found the partner organizations and how the partnership started.
12. Tell us how the partnerships have been developed? (Any difficulties you’ve faced?)
13. What kind of partnership do you have? (project-based, organization-based etc…)
14. Have you concluded partnership agreement with them?
15. What kind of efforts have you made to integrate the values of human rights into
the partnerships?
16. To what extent does your partner share the values/missions of Save the Children?
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